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The importance of international data flows in
the European financial ecosystem
Executive summary
Data flows are essential to a thriving European digital economy and will be a key
driver in making the 2020s the ‘Digital Decade’. This is especially relevant in datarich sector like finance. Studies show data analytics can reduce payments’ fraud
by between 3 and 30%.1 Allowing financial data to flow globally is key to improve
the security, resilience and innovation of the EU financial ecosystem.
We call on EU policy-makers to boost the international position of EU financial
players through adherence to global standards and dialogue with global partners,
not by restricting the sector’s ability to move data.
International financial data flows are already subject to robust provisions under the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). They protect payment and other types of
financial data while and after it is transferred and stored outside the EU, by subjecting
data transfers to stringent legal mechanisms. We highlight in particular the following
transfer mechanisms under the GDPR:
Standard contractual clauses (SCCs) for transferring personal data to non-EU
countries. They require companies to undertake case-by-case assessments of
their cross-border data transfers and implement additional safeguards when
needed. The new draft set of SCCs aimed to reinforce further safeguards in place.
Binding corporate rules (BCRs). They set out how companies assess the validity
of requests they receive from foreign governments and indicate processes to
resolve remaining conflicts.

Below we elaborate in more detail on the importance of global data flows in the financial
sector and the validity of existing rules to effectively protect EU businesses and
consumers.
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Benefits of international data flows for European
consumers and financial entities
Anti-money laundering
We acknowledge the importance of addressing emerging money laundering (ML) risks in
the financial ecosystem and support the EU’s goal to establish a comprehensive AntiMoney Laundering (AML) policy framework at European level. Such efforts should be
coupled with a strong emphasis on ML risk awareness in the industry as well as the
further development of a culture of ML risk analysis in the sector. This will help to
generate cutting-edge AML solutions able to constantly adapt to ever-evolving threats.
In such an endeavour, data transfers between EU and non-EU countries are part of
the solution to address ML risks. Erecting barriers to data and information flows
hinders companies’ ability to successfully identify malicious actors by making use of
innovative applications.

Fight against fraud and financial crime
Safeguarding the international free flow of data is a powerful weapon in preventing the
consequences of financial crime, which materially affects the wellbeing of businesses and
consumers.
The scale, sophistication and complexity of fraud and other financial crime is rising.
Estimates put its cost for the global economy at almost €2 trillion a year.2 Data is the most
powerful tool to tackle this problem. That is because effective fraud mitigation depends
on:
Real-time data analysis. Fraud detection models demand sophisticated monitoring
of transactions and rapid detection at the point of interaction to interpret and weigh
the risk of fraud for each payment transaction, whether domestic or cross-border.
Training data. The volume, quality and variety of data is of primary importance to
build effective fraud detection models. Excluding data inputs generated from intraEU transactions, or limiting the analysis to a single country or region, deprives the
fraud model of the training it needs. It makes it blind to patterns of fraud which
originate or spread across the EU. Innovative and effective global fraud, AML,
counterterrorism financing models must capture transaction data in and across
regions. Fraud and other financial crime are borderless.
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Security and resilience of financial services
A global technological footprint and the ability to rely on geographically distributed
infrastructure are key factors to ensure security and operational resilience of financial
services.
Global data transfers allow financial services firms to shift operations from one region to
another. As COVID-19 shows, this is essential to address local challenges to business
continuity. Businesses would have not been able to cope with local lockdowns had crossborder transfers of the underlying data not been in place.
Global data transfers also help reduce network latency, which is the time it takes for data
or a request to go from source to destination. Global financial institutions routinely make
use of such transfers while maintaining the appropriate legal and security safeguards.
Customers benefit from quicker response times in online banking and next-generation
customer-facing banking services.

Cost reduction
Banks and merchants rely on data centres and around-the-clock support services
accessible from multiple locations. Sharing such resources amongst banks and across
borders provides for flexibility, scalability and cost savings.
A report indicates that data localisation measures deter companies from investing in
cloud networking and accessing innovative tech solutions, resulting in companies paying
30-60% more for their computing needs.3 Building local infrastructure beyond the needs
of the market would make such services more expensive and less flexible, and likely
prevent SMEs’ access to some of these services altogether. Data localisation of paymentrelated services create other types of extra costs, such as those for (re)localising backoffice for technical support, call centres, customer service, dispute resolution and all other
core functions that require access to payment data in order to operate.

Innovation
Access to data is at the core of fintech innovations based on AI and blockchain. Data
localisation requirements would erect barriers for European fintech start-ups to leverage
these technologies.
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The top 50 fintech start-ups in Europe are valued, collectively, at over €78 billion. Fintech
adoption among digitally active consumers is rapidly growing in Europe4 and in key nonEU markets, where it has jumped from 30% to 60%.5 These trends offer significant
opportunities for Europe’s fintech industry to expand at home and internationally.
It is key to maintain the international free flow of data in place. It provides incentives for
companies to keep investing in data science in Europe and introduce new data-driven
products and services on the market with better customer experiences overall.

Validity of existing rules to effectively protect EU
businesses and consumers
International data flows are subject to robust provisions under the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), which requires companies to implement accountability and
privacy by design programmes aiming to:
Assess and mitigate potential risks when processing payment data of EU citizens
and keep a record of such impact assessments.
Be transparent towards individuals with respect to how their data is handled and
shared with third parties, including with foreign governments.
Provide training and awareness to all staff handling personal data, including on
how to effectively protect EU payment and other personal data at all times.
The GDPR protects payment and other types of financial data while and after it is
transferred and stored outside the EU.
In particular, the GDPR subjects data transfers to stringent legal mechanisms that require
in-depth assessments and safeguards from companies, along with enforcement powers
from data protection authorities (DPAs).
Standard contractual clauses (SCCs) approved by the European Commission require
companies to undertake case-by-case assessments of their cross-border data transfers,
considering the level of protection offered under the data protection law and the
surveillance practices of the destination country, and to implement additional safeguards
when needed. The new draft set of SCCs adopted by the European Commission have
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been reinforced through more detailed indications on how to address conflicts of law and
clearer procedures to handle government requests to data.6
Binding corporate rules (BCRs) approved by competent DPAs set out how companies
assess the validity of the requests they receive from foreign governments and indicate
processes to resolve remaining conflicts. These may include a DPA referral.
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